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Abstract

This essay reflects on possible complexities that embarking on co-supervising a doctoral candidate might entail. The hypothetical co-supervision case under consideration is one between different disciplines, organisations and countries, and it focuses on how differences in understanding the role of a PhD candidate might surface. Furthermore, the importance of reflecting on the nature of the project, whether it is an open brief or a specified project, is highlighted. This also necessitates consideration of the extent to which the supervisors connect ownership to the project idea, outcome, and process. Lastly, the importance of the role of the supervisor in supporting the PhD candidate towards becoming an independent researcher is raised. As a conclusion, attention is drawn to the need for potential co-supervisors to articulate and discuss their stances and expectations on the above questions prior to embarking on co-supervision; this is in order to prevent or lessen possible tensions at a later stage.
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Introduction

This reflective essay is written as part of Malmö University’s Supervisor Training course. For my research, I work with different universities in different parts of the world on a shared project. Ideally, we would like to get students involved in the work in order to support educational exchange between the different universities and to further the project effort.

This essay is based on an encounter I had with one of my collaborating researchers, a professor in Physics from an African country. This professor said that he thought we needed to get two PhD students
for the project “to lighten his workload.” The conversation stuck with me as it highlighted some of the complexities that come with supervising PhD students between organisations, disciplines and countries.

This raises the question of what a PhD position entails, and what it should offer the PhD student. For me, especially after having gone through the Supervisor Training course, stating that a PhD position can lighten the workload of one of the supervisors feels uncomfortable. From my understanding, the justification for the creation of a PhD post is much more akin to something that was addressed in my planning for a project with a range of project partners a few years ago. Within the project group, we had the ambition to attract a PhD candidate so that there would be someone to work on the project full time. One of the collaborating professors, however, pointed out that although we could have a PhD student associated to this project, we could not expect this person to do the work that we considered necessary since a PhD candidate must determine their own work and interest. In other words, a PhD student should have the freedom to shape their own process and questions, take ownership of the project, and develop independence as a researcher. This for me emphasized how to think about involving PhD candidates in project work.

The collaboration with the African university might result in a shared PhD position, where I will be co-supervisor together with the aforementioned professor. This might lead to some tensions because we are working between institutions, disciplines and countries, and these factors all may result in different understandings of what a PhD position involves. I do not fully understand what having a shared PhD would mean practically, nor do I understand enough about the specific university context that the professor works in to assume that these tensions will come to surface; however, I consider this relevant to reflect on.

In this reflective essay, I will start by addressing four potential conflicting perspectives on what a PhD position in such a hypothetical co-supervision could entail, and what consequences this could have for the roles each supervisor might take. Firstly, I will focus on the reasons for hiring PhD candidates and the implications this has for the tasks they need to perform. Secondly, I will address the role division between supervisors and the complexities that might arise from this. Thirdly, I will examine the student’s role within the larger institute and how this can impact the time they can spend focusing on their own careers. Lastly, I will focus on conflicts in understanding the nature of the PhD position, caused by the type of questions asked, the type of students hired, and the extent to which a PhD supervisor directs the outcome of the PhD. In the next section, I will highlight some suggestions for supporting researcher independence. Bearing in mind the importance of supporting PhD candidates’ independence, I will conclude with a suggestion on how to limit the potential conflicts that can arise between different researchers, institutes, countries and disciplines when setting up and embarking on a PhD journey.

**Four Areas of Potentially Conflicting Perspectives**

**The tasks involved in a PhD supervisory position**

The main task of the first supervisor is to act in the best interest of the candidate with regard to promoting learning. As stated by Brodin et al. (2020, p. 97), “It is the supervisor’s main duty to pay attention to the interplay between the individual and organisational and cultural factors of relevance of the case in question.” The supervisor also needs to place these different factors in a temporal perspective and assess
what is possible to achieve within the scope of the PhD. But what if the supervisor assigns tasks that do not contribute much to the candidate’s learning or career development?

If we accept hiring PhD candidates to offload our own workload as the aforementioned professor suggested, there is a risk that those candidates are assigned work that needs to get done, but that does not necessarily support their career or development. This sounds like a concept we talked about in the session *Equality, gender, sex, age, in supervision*, namely “academic housework.” Heijstra et al. (2016) define academic housework as “all the academic service work within the institution that is performed by all academic staff, both women and men, but that receives little recognition with the process of academic career making or within the definition of academic excellence.” It becomes important to understand who is doing this kind of work in the academic workplace and who is spared as this could result in unequal opportunities.

This reflection started with the aforementioned professor suggesting that due to his excessive workload he needed help and saw hiring two PhD students as a good solution. This would obviously not be ideal for the candidate’s learning and career development. However, it might highlight a struggle that many academics are facing, namely that of an increasing workload which partly or mainly consists of administrative service work. In some cases, the academic’s institution might lessen this burden by having service providers who take care of such tasks. This, however, cannot be assumed. Whether and to what extent this might occur can be different between institutions and countries and might therefore also influence the way that we, as supervisors, understand the role of the PhD candidates.

**The role division between supervisor and co-supervisor.**

Besides academic housework being assigned to PhD candidates, academic housework can also influence a PhD supervisory team. This is highlighted by Heijstra et al. (2016): “Previous results have identified that early career academics are to a larger extent involved in academic housework than associate and full professors, as the latter are more likely to be able to redistribute such tasks to academics in more subordinate positions.” In addition, they also point out that “even though the job descriptions of academics in various ranks may be very similar, some academic tasks tend to land disproportionally on the shoulders of certain academics and much less on others, due to gender regimes and the more subordinate position of early career academics.” If I were embarking on a co-supervision with my project partner, there might be challenges related to this due to my being a female, early career researcher. Hierarchies in academia (and in general) might play more of a role in the specific African context than they do in Sweden. It is important to think about how this will affect the supervision and my personal role in it. It might turn out like the narrative of a co-supervisor (described by Brodin et al., 2020, p. 90) who took on most of the supervising work because the principal supervisor was very busy. However, this principal supervisor would allocate different work procedures and assignments that were not in line with the plan, thereby making the work of the co-supervisor redundant. When the co-supervisor contacted the principal supervisor to attempt to achieve a clearer distribution of the supervisory tasks, the principal supervisor was not interested in this and simply said, “I am the principal supervisor, and you are assisting me.”

A second challenge might be in relation to gender. Though it is debatable whether offering emotional support could be understood as part of the supervisory role (Christie & Jurado, 2013), Heijstra et al. (2016) point out that this kind of work can also be understood as doing academic housework. According
to Misra et al. (2011), not only is offering emotional support demanding and time consuming, but it is also service work that often remains invisible. This type of work is more often performed by female academics, diverting them from research (Misra et al. 2011). I do not claim this will be the case, but with gender norms being more traditional in the specific African context, this kind of work could form part of my duties. This might not be a problem, but it is important to bring the matter to attention in talking about how we will allocate supervision tasks so as not to take these kinds of dynamics for granted. It is also important to keep in mind that, besides the expectations of the supervisory team, the expectations of the PhD candidate might also be affected by the culture they come from. This can have consequences in how they approach the supervisory team and can in this way reinforce certain dynamics based on gender or academic hierarchy.

Differences in demands from associated institutes

I undertook my PhD in the United Kingdom. Unlike here in Sweden, I was solely a student, with a scholarship. I was not burdened with administrative academic tasks. Of course, I also did not have the benefits of being employed (e.g., there were no structures in place for sick leave or holidays, etc.), but it was understood that my sole priority was finishing my PhD work. This was the case for most of my fellow students and it meant that we could more easily refuse tasks that we felt did not serve the purpose of furthering our career or finishing our PhDs. While hierarchies might work differently in the context of the African university, a Swedish PhD candidate employed by the university will also have responsibilities towards their faculty and department. These different contexts might be difficult to balance, and it is here that the role of the principal supervisor is important in order to make sure that the PhD candidate can focus enough of their time on finishing their degree. However, we have to keep in mind that we, as supervisors, are also tied to the institutes we work for, which might mean that even though we would ideally prioritize the student’s learning, we also need to tend to our employer’s needs. Our status and the positions we have in those institutes might influence how well we can stand up for our students. How the institutes support us in stepping up for our students is also of great influence: Is it accepted to question whether our students should work on tasks outside of their PhD work? And, if so, to what degree?

The aim of the PhD: getting project work done or supporting independence

Becoming an independent researcher and shaping a unique research identity should be central to the fulfillment of a PhD journey (Brodin et al., 2020). How centrally we place those two aims might, however, differ between different disciplines and between academics in general, as we might understand the aim of PhD positions in alternative ways. How much independence and freedom a PhD candidate gets within their research depends on the nature of the research question, on how the project is set up, and to what extent the supervisors disable or enable independence.

Regarding the nature of the project, there are various ways in which a research question can come into being. For example, the candidate can get the freedom to define their own research question (which is more common in the social sciences) or the doctoral candidate’s education takes place within a research project designed by the supervisor (which is more common in the natural sciences, medicine and technology). There are pros and cons for each of those formats, both for the student and the supervisor. For students, having an open brief might mean that it is easier to remain enthusiastic about their work. At the same time, it might also be easier to drown in the task of limiting the research focus. For
supervisors, it might be challenging to support students who are trying to define their focus as this might fall outside of their expertise. It might also result in projects that are of less interest to the supervisor. Remaining interested might then become challenging. As for a specified project, it might be easier for students to get started with such a project, and they also might benefit from being part of a research team as this can also contribute to their learning. They might, however, feel that their freedom is limited and that it is difficult to find a unique research identity. For supervisors, having a student be part of a project might be beneficial as they will work in the supervisor’s field of expertise, and the latter can also learn from their contributions. However, it might feel that the student will expect instructions regarding how to do the work as they feel they are not free to make their own decisions within the bigger project. Cases where the PhD project is part of a supervisor’s project are growing (Brodin et al., 2020) due to how obtaining research funding works. This might result in only certain candidates being recruited (e.g., those who are more focused and organised from the start), rather than recruiting “riskier” candidates who have less focused plans; it might be easier to understand whether a candidate can solve a specified problem if they have a clear and focused plan to start off with. This trend might have consequences for how independent those students really will become or how well they are able to develop their own unique research identities, and it might thus be important to take extra care that these perspectives remain central while supervising in such situations.

It might be our ambition, as supervisors, to support independence and the shaping of a research identity, but it is important to consider whether we are also supporting these outcomes in practice. Here, it becomes vital to keep track of how we relate to the PhD candidate’s work. I think it is therefore of great importance to understand for ourselves what we aim to gain from supervising PhD candidates in the first place, and how the PhD projects came into being. What are our ambitions regarding the projects the candidates are involved in? Do we, through the work of the candidates we supervise, aim to further our own research and research output? Is the project a result of funding applications in which we invest time and effort? Reflecting on these questions is necessary as all these factors might have implications for the amount of freedom we are able to give our PhD candidates in their research journeys. For example, we will have a stronger influence on the research direction if we connect a strong sense of ownership to the project idea and outcome. To take ownership of something provides people with the ability to take control of it and explore and alter their environment (for example, White, 1959; Csikszentmihalyi & Halton, 1981; Rudmin & Berry, 1987; and Beggan, 1992). Conversely, that which cannot be controlled does not provide space to take ownership (for example, Lewis & Brook, 1974). Thus, if a supervisor connects too much ownership to a project, it might be impossible for a doctoral candidate to take control. This might mean that if, as a supervisor, you receive funding for a project to recruit a PhD candidate, it might be a better idea to become a second rather than a principal supervisor as the connection with the project might blur your focus on the candidate’s best interests with regard to promotion of their learning.

**Supervisors’ role in PhD supervision – my perspective**

Reflecting on my own experiences as a PhD student, I think that I was very lucky. My PhD position and project were open for me to shape. I had to apply for the position by pitching a research focus. I did not have to elaborate in detail how I would address this focus but rather share my considerations of why this was a relevant and beneficial project on which to embark - I was a “riskier” student. One of the first things my principal supervisor said to me was that he did not mind so much which direction I would take as long as I felt curious and motivated to go in that direction, for, he stated, “The most important thing for a successful PhD is to keep yourself motivated.” Whatever I embarked on, my supervisor never
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gave his opinion directly but rather asked all the critical questions that came with going in a certain direction. I think this helped me to a great extent in finding my own research identity and my own voice. Besides my supervisor, my university had many formal and informal structures to help me establish my viewpoint. For example, we had peer review sessions and seminars. Every year we had certain chapters that we had to finish and that we then had to discuss with a panel of faculty members. These chapters were by no means used in the final dissertation but they helped to practise getting thoughts on paper and learning to construct my argument. This finding your voice or way within your discipline is referred to as “socialisation,” which is about “a newcomer being made a member of a community, which in the case of graduate students, is the community of an academic department in a particular discipline” (Golde 1998, p. 56). Such socialisation is important for developing scholarly independence; this occurs through three distinct phases, according to Gardner (2007, 2008, 2010), each making the PhD candidate a little less dependent on the supervisors. I think supporting the development of scholarly independence is a major part of being a supervisor. These three different phases suggest a flexible, changing role for the supervisor, adjusting to the process and the needs of the PhD candidate. For me, this resonates with the notion of a “good enough mother” (Winnicott 1953):

In the first stages of her infant’s life, the mother will almost completely adapt to her infant’s needs. However, when the time proceeds, she will start to adapt less and less completely and gradually according to the infant’s growing ability to deal with her failure. (Winnicott 1953:53)

This notion of the good enough mother has been used and adapted in my field, Participatory Design, as the notion of the good enough designer (Thorpe & Gamman, 2011). I consider it relevant to transfer this thinking to the role of a supervisor as well, since that role is constantly dependent on the development, transformation, and growth of the other. Of course, it is problematic to view the supervisor’s role in the light of that of a parent as this suggests major dependencies and maybe introduces even more complex power structures. But I bring up this metaphor to emphasize that a supervisor from a “good enough” perspective does not try to “do it all” for the doctoral candidates they are supervising. Instead, they try to enable the candidate to develop and build their own capacities and take control. Rather than being responsible for the outcome, the supervisor should successively allow the PhD candidate to take charge of their own work. I think that this changing role comes with an emphasis on active listening, which is also highlighted in Brodin et al. (2020, p. 103). When my principal supervisor frequently asked critical questions, I think he showed that he was actively listening. By posing counter questions, he aimed to create within me a greater capacity to personally navigate towards a solution, thereby also developing my ability to resolve similar problems in the future. This, I consider, has been important in becoming an independent researcher with my own identity and voice.

On the Supervisor Training course, we have talked several times about how important it is to converse with the PhD candidate about your expectations and their expectations. A tool for this could be “Successful Supervision – a dialogue facilitator,” which I think is relevant. In thinking through some of the challenges that might arise if I were to embark on supervising PhD candidates with a supervisor from another field, country, or institution, I think it is of great importance that we do a similar kind of check prior to even initiating recruitment. How do we understand the role of the PhD candidate? What do we consider our responsibilities as supervisors to be? How do we understand the division of labour? How do our roles change over time? If these complexities are already on the table before the doctoral candidate is in the picture, this will prevent or lessen possible tensions at a later stage. Even during the actual PhD candidate’s journey, it is important to keep talking about our expectations in order to make sure we are still aligned and aware of how the other is thinking.
Conclusion

In this essay, I have brought up four different areas on which supervisors could have conflicting perspectives. Firstly, it can be about the kind of tasks that PhD candidates should engage in: Are we obviating the need for the candidate to spend time on tasks that could be classified as academic housework so that they may develop their learning, or do we see academic housework as central to the PhD candidate’s job description? Secondly, how do we understand the role division within the supervisory team? What dynamics might arise? How are these dynamics influenced by cultural perspectives on gender norms and academic hierarchies? Thirdly, what pressures can we expect from our institutes? What (employment) structures enforce such pressures? Are we able to stand up for the PhD candidates we supervise? Lastly, there might be different perspectives and realities regarding what a PhD brief can look like. Different forms (e.g., an open versus a closed brief) can have an impact on how well PhD students can develop independence and a research identity. Even if it is the ambition that the PhD candidate may have the freedom to develop their own learning, this might be hindered by the supervisor taking ownership of part of the project, process or outcome. It is important to reflect on these issues in order to prevent this. Through these perspectives, I do by no means aim to provide a complete picture, but rather point out that there are many different viewpoints that could make embarking on a shared supervision of a PhD candidate quite complex. Reflecting on those perspectives can highlight that there are multiple ways to think about what a PhD position entails or could entail.

From reflecting on my own PhD journey, I learned that my supervisors gave me a lot of freedom to develop my own identity and become an independent researcher. How much they were involved in my work was dependent on the ongoing phase of the PhD, much like being a parent in the development of a child. This suggests a changing role for the supervisor. The parent-child developmental metaphor is interesting as it might help a supervisor to actively think about what kind of support the PhD candidate could benefit from, depending on which stage in the process they are at.

I realized that there is always interplay between the supervisors (principal supervisors and co-supervisors), and the supervisory team and PhD candidate, where factors such as the institutes for which they work, the country in which they work, and where they come from all come into play. From reflecting on the conflicts that could potentially arise, I consider it of great importance to begin discussing our preconceptions, expectations and understandings as supervisors as early as the planning phases of a PhD position and to continue discussions throughout the process. In these discussions, we should not just focus on our own interaction but also how we are affected by, for example, the institutes we work for or the countries we work in. Of course, this will not necessarily guarantee success, but it might facilitate the PhD journey as a supervisory team. In the worst case, it might highlight that the expectations will be hard to match and that it therefore might be better to embark on different collaborations rather than on shared supervision of a PhD candidate.
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